Who We Are

In 1998 three University of California researchers united behind a simple yet innovative idea: **Teach math the way children learn—visually and experientially.** From this idea, MIND Research Institute was born, and its sister organization, MIND Education, was formed thereafter.

**MIND Research Institute** is a nonprofit, social impact organization specializing in education and neuroscience research dedicated to ensuring that all students are mathematically equipped. We perform fundamental and applied research in neuroscience, mathematics, and education to utilize in our programs.

**MIND Education** engages, motivates, and challenges students toward mathematical success through its unique programs. It is the creator of ST Math, a PreK-8 visual instructional program, and InsightMath, a neuroscience-based K-6 curriculum that transforms student learning by teaching math the way the brain learns.

Solutions & Programs

**ST Math®** is a PreK-8 visual instructional program that leverages the brain’s innate spatial-temporal reasoning ability to solve mathematical problems. ST Math begins visually and gradually introduces traditional symbols and language as students build deep conceptual math knowledge by honing problem-solving, perseverance, and critical analysis necessary for STEM career success. Our future workforce will need these skills, not just engineers and scientists in demand, but individuals who can learn to think critically and shape a better future for all. Learn more at [stmath.com](http://stmath.com).

**InsightMath** is a neuroscience based K-6 curriculum that transforms student learning by teaching math the way the brain learns so all students are equipped to succeed. Building on 25 years of math learning research and proven results with ST Math, InsightMath was co-designed with neuroscientists, researchers, educators, students, and families to give meaning to math for all students. InsightMath was created to meet the unique needs of all classrooms by using visual learning, critical thinking, and problem-solving. Learn more at [insightmath.com](http://insightmath.com).

Social Impact

MIND works with organizations nationwide to promote our shared goals by improving math education through philanthropy. Initiatives and programs include:

- **ST Math School Grants Program**
  Donors support our mission by delivering the ST Math program portfolio to underserved students in districts and schools nationwide

- **Research and Development**
  Everything we do at MIND is grounded in research about how the brain learns. MIND partners with philanthropic organizations to advance research and product development.

- **MathMINDS**
  Alongside our partners, MIND offers programming and events that support the entire student learning ecosystem by taking math out of the classroom and into the community.

Partnering for Greater Impact

For a full list of our partners, visit [mindresearch.org_partners](http://mindresearch.org_partners)
Results & Impact

MIND has conducted well over 100 studies and evaluations of the impact of ST Math usage at school, district, and state levels all across the country, based on state and third-party assessments – because we’ve held ourselves accountable for delivering results in every district that adopts ST Math, every year, for decades. With research this robust, educators never have to wonder if these results from ST Math use will be repeatable at their schools, with students, on standardized tests.

You can see more of MIND’s efficacy portfolio at stmath.com/impact/efficacy.

Students Across All Groups Who Use ST Math Have Higher State Scores
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Recent Awards

ST Math

//CODiE// 2023 SIIA CODIE WINNER
//CODiE// 2022 SIIA CODIE FINALIST
//CODiE// 2021 SIIA CODIE WINNER